Welcome

Brand
Guidelines
In the following pages you will be introduced to the guidelines that communicates the heart
of our work and our identity. They are a set of principles to help us present ourselves clearly,
consistently, and with a vivid sense of our personality and purpose. Our brand is a reflection
of our customers, our team, and everything that we create.
Staying true to this identity across the entire Tello experience makes it easier to build trust
and forge an authentic connection with our audience. It’s this bond that gives us more
influence over public perception, more loyal advocates, and a more valuable brand. We are
bold, diverse, and versatile.

Tone and Voice

Brand Tone
Our tone establishes the foundation of the Tello brand and was created with the aim of
something to which the customers can relate. It is a product of our mission, and a
reflection of our culture, values, and promise to customers. We make sure that these traits
come through in all of our customer-facing communications and content. To capitalize on
the future, we must stay true to who we are.
We are courageous
We take a stand, we are brave, we constantly strive to push boundaries and disrupt the
status quo. We correct mistakes, have a point of view, and we do what’s right.
We are human
People have learned to tune out marketing that feels like marketing. So all of our
marketing should feel like it’s coming from a friend. We are talking to people, so if you
wouldn’t say it out loud to a friend, don’t say it in a blog post, in a video, or on a landing
page.
We are customer driven
We do things for our customers above all else. Not for us. Your feedback matters the
most, whether it’s something that’s a little hard for us to hear or if it’s glowing praise.
Feedback influences what we build next, how we prioritize, and everything else we create.
We are optimistic
We are upbeat, resourceful, and friendly. We motivate and demonstrate a can-do attitude
to show our customers what good things are possible. We also know humor makes life
more enjoyable.

Brand Voice
When it comes to presenting ourselves to the outside world, we need to express not just
what we do but who we are as a brand to our customers. We do this in two ways: through
our visual identity - or logo, colors and campaign images - and through our verbal identity,
in the way we talk to people through our various communication materials. It’s not just
about what we say, but the way we say it.
Tone of voice si an attitude, a personality, not just vocabulary; therefore it should be
flexible for the wide range of audiences we speak to. Of course, the messages will change
depending on the campaign and the target audience, but the personality behind our
messages should be consistend throughout all communication.
We are confident
Our vision of what we can achieve is bold. We’re confident, but never arrogant or
exclusive in our language. We take pride in the things we achieve and celebrate our
successes. We know what we are talking about.
We are approachable
We’re open and honest, avoiding aloof corporate language and phony marketing spin. We
see ourselves less as a company and more as a team of humans helping other humans,
so being friendly and sincere comes naturally.
We are inspiring
We harness our collective energy to imagine new solutions. Our fresh, vibrant language
reflects our inventiveness and creativity. We demonstrate passion about what we do and
appeal to the aspirational benefits of services.
We are fun
Tello is is all about being fun and quirky and we are not afraid to show it. Our sense of
humor is subtle, and a touch eccentric. We’re smart but not snobbish. We prefer winking
to shouting. We’re never condescending or exclusive—we always bring our customers in
on the joke.

Consistency
Part of engaging the right emotions with our consumers is making them feel like they know
our brand and that your brand can be trusted. Brand consistency is part of building that
trust and takes us to the highest levels in marketing. Giving consumers a dependable
experience across all our channels of communication works along the same lines as
always putting out a dependable product.
Putting a consistent brand voice and aesthetic in front of consumers is a major step
towards letting them get to know Tello as an organization. They will identify with us and
our purpose. And when consumers feel like they know us and can trust Tello, they will be
more likely to recommend us to their friends.

Logos

Logos
The Tello logo is a clear signpost for our brand and our primary visual symbol. In keeping
with our brand personality, our logo is straightforward and simple. It is comprised of a
combined wordmark and a symbol. The lettering is set in “PoetsenOne”, a fresh, rounded
typeface with an organic visual impact that gives the logo a “human” feel. It has brand
characteristics that reflect who we are as a company and how we want our customers to
perceive us. Whereby the symbol illustrates a unique and creative “chat bubble” with an
inverted tail so it’s instantly recognizable. It is rendered to withstand time, maximize visual
appeal and effectiveness.

Usage with Backgrounds
Consistent usage of the Tello logo with our primary color palette helps build recognition of
our brand and ensures our logo is always rendered with proper impact and legibility. The
Tello Blue logos should only be used on solid white or very bright backgrounds, while the
white Tello logos can be used with any color and, with sufficient contrast, on treated
imagery where the logo is clear and unobstructed.

Neutral Logos
Sometimes due to circumstances, the logos must be reproduced using neutral colors. In
this scenario, the logos must be used following the convetion of using solid white on dark
backgrounds or solid black on a light background. The logos must be clearly enough to be
recognized from the background color.

Clearspace
We love our breathing room. There should
always be clear space around the logo to
ensure maximum impact and to keep the mark
from looking cluttered. The minimum required
clear space for the logo is is equal to one half
the width of the Tell logo.
50%

100%

50%

Minimum size
The Tello logo should always be legible and
must never lose its shape when reduced to a
small size. We require that our logo be shown
no smaller than 40px in width and it should be
used only when layout space is extremely
limited.

40px

Logo Crimes
Any modification of our stand-alone logo confuses their meaning, diminshes their impact
and is not allowed. Precise logo artwork has been created to accommodate any usage
need. To ensure accurate and consistent use, never alter, rotate, embellish or attempt to
recreate the logo.
The proportions and shape of the logo should never be altered for any reason. To resize,
hold the “Shift” key in most software programs to maintain the proportions while scaling up
or down. Always maintain the minim clear space, even when proportionally scaling the
logo. The following list of incorrect usages must be avoided as they are outside of Tello’s
established guidelines.
Don’t

Don’t

Don’t

Don’t

Do not distort
the logo in any
way.

Do not use the
logo on top of
complex imagery.

Do not use the
logo in black
on colored
backgrounds.

Do not use
effects on the
logo.

Don’t

Don’t

Don’t

Don’t

Do not use
unapproved
colors

Do not use
gradients on
the logo.

Do not rotate
the logo.

Do not
deconstruct
the logo.

Color Palette

Color Palette
Color is the cornerstone of Tello’s design. It distinguishes our brand and helps us to create
consistent experiences across marketing and products. Our bright, flexible palette uses
vibrant saturation that proves appealing to customers. Our color system is anchored by
strong visual impact. The colors represent a fresh, chromatic mood that is uplifting and full
of optimism. The monochrome and supporting colors complement the palette and provide
a rich foundation to bring any collateral to life.

Primary Colors
These are the approved color values for use in all our visual communication. It is essential
that Tello’s use of color be consistent across all applications.

Blue
#0C84D9
R12 G132 B217
C79 M42 Y0 K0

Purple
#671BC5
R103 G27 B197
C74 M87 Y0 K0

Tello Orange
#F8541A
R248 G84 B26
C0 M82 Y99 K0

White
#FFFFFF
R255 G255 B255
C0 M0 Y0 K0

Extended Color Pallete
The range of Tello’s extended color palette provides flexiblity and can create a look that
expresses our own distinct values and brand personality. We lean on these colors more
frequently when brand awareness is high, or on our own properties where we control the
surrounding environment.

Blue
#0C84D9
R12 G132 B217
C79 M42 Y0 K0

Blue Shade
#0066CC
R0 G102 B204
C86 M61 Y0 K0

Purple
#671BC5
R103 G27 B197
C74 M87 Y0 K0

Purple Shade
#5212A1
R82 G18 B161
C83 M100 Y0 K0

Green
#56CE14
R86 G206 B20
C64 M0 Y100 K0

Green Shade
#01B31A
R1 G179 B26
C79 M0 Y100 K0

Tello Orange
#F8541A
R248 G84 B26
C0 M82 Y99 K0

Orange Shade
#D34816
R211 G72 B22
C12 M85 Y100 K3

White
#FFFFFF
R255 G255 B255
C0 M0 Y0 K0

Light Gray
#EEEEEE
R238 G238 B238
C5 M4 Y4 K0

Gray
#868686
R134 G134 B134
C50 M41 Y41 K5

Black
#222222
R34 G34 B34
C72 M66 Y64 K72

Color Application
Our color palette brings vibrancy and a positive impact to all Tello communications.The
examples below show how to use them and create visual interest across the web.

Typography

Typography
Typography is an important aspect of our brand identity and plays an important role in
communicating an overall tone and quality. It creates a layer of information over a text,
offering a feeling and purpose beyond the meaning of the words themselves. Simple,
consistent typography improves the clarity of the message and integrity of the brand,
which it turn builds a better design personality.
Ubuntu should be used for all header and subheader text, where Source Sans Pro
should be used for all other copy (body, lists, etc). To ensure a consistent look, make sure
fonts are used in a consistent manner and the weights of the font have been considered,
using weights for headers and to highlight key messages.

Ubuntu
Ubuntu is an OpenType-based font family, designed to be a modern, humanist-style
typeface by London-based type foundry Dalton Maag. The Ubuntu Font Family is included
in the Google Fonts directory, making it easily available for web typography. With its clarity
and character, it gives weight to our message. It should only be used for header,
subheader and call-out text.

Aa
Aa
Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Ubuntu
Weight: Regular
Style: normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Ubuntu
Weight: Medium
Style: normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Ubuntu
Weight: Bold
Style: normal

Source Sans Pro
Source Sans Pro is a sans serif typeface created by Paul D. Hunt for Adobe Systems.
The strenght and simplicity of the lines that compose this typeface affirm the connection
that we wish to establish with the consumer of confidence and clarity.

Aa
Aa
Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Source Sans Pro
Weight: Regular
Style: normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Source Sans Pro
Weight: Semibold
Style: normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Source Sans Pro
Weight: Bold
Style: normal

Fallback font
As a fallback font for Ubuntu and Source Sans Pro, you can use Helvetica regular or bold
with an increase in character spacing of 0.3px.

Aa
Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Helvetica
Weight: Regular
Style: normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(,.;:?!$&*)

Helvetica
Weight: Bold
Style: normal

Applying Hierarchy
Hierarchy signifies importance by structuring something to be more or less obvious.
It clearly separates information to signal a change from one level of content to another.
Items in higher contrast to the things around them are recognized first.

Ubuntu Bold in 48px with
a line height of 50px
Introductions and short intro texts should use Source Sans Pro
Regular 20px with a line spacing of 25px. Keep in mind that the
introduction should be closer to the body than the headline, so
they are clearly separated. The font size relationship between the
headline, introduction and body text should be maintained. This
means that the size of the texts may vary.
Source Sans Pro Bold in the title, 18px
Source Sans Pro Regular is used for body text. This text is 14px with a line spacing
of 20px. In ads, the body may be varied between 14-18px according to needs and
space. The general rule is to have a line spacing of 3-5px bigger than the font size.

Usage with backgrounds
Clearly, aesthetics aren't the ultimate goal of design and often poor readability doesn't get
noticed during the design process, as we don't read the texts as a visitor does. Using
single color tone allows room for better contrast and our primary colors make for a better
brand emphasis, but these are ideal scenarios. Sometimes the image could be anything.
There are two different approaches to making our overlay text readable. These are not
hard rules, but these settings work well in most cases.
You can use a scrim layer behind the text and it will make it appear more readable against
backgrounds. A 60% - 80% black to 0% black works really well. It’s not too evident and
doesn’t disturb the images. It fades smoothly, giving the text label the contrast it needs.

Don’t

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Don’t

Don’t

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Do

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Gradient Settings
Opacity: Between 60% and 80% black to 0% black
Height: 50% of image height

By far, using a scrim is the most popular solution for solving the text overlay issue with
images. It is a suble design change which is hardly noticeable but sometimes it can break
the image’s appeal or block the image if visibility is too high.
The other approach to making our text readable is to use a soft gradient overlay. This is
the perfect way to neutralize a busy image, achieve good contrast, and make every text
layer and graphic element clear and unobstructed. The treatment we recommend is using
images set in the “Soft Light” blending mode over a gradient background or any of the four
Tello shade colors.

Gradient Settings
Location 0: #671BC5
Location 100: #0C84D9
Smoothness: 100%
Scale: 100% - 150%

Image Settings
Saturation: -100%
Blending mode: Soft Light

Do

Do

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Do

Do

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Do

Do

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

You can use photography
set in Soft Light over
Tello Blue Shade.

You can use photography
set in Soft Light over
Tello Purple Shade.

Do

Do

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

Flexible Phone
Plans for students

You can use photography
set in Soft Light over
Tello Orange Shade.

Don’t

Flexible Phone
Plans for students
Do not use unapproved
color combinations.

You can use photography
set in Soft Light over
Tello Green Shade.

Don’t

Flexible Phone
Plans for students
Do not use unapproved
color combinations.

Don’t

Flexible Phone
Plans for students
Do not use other blending
modes for imagery.

Remember that good design is thoughtful and knows how to balance aesthetic visuals
with usability and clarity. It is not enough to let people use our product. It must be easy
and pleasing to use. So when combining emotion-provoking imagery with informational
text, ensure that the text is readable by creating a high-contrast ratio between the text and
its background.

Photography

Photography
Each image we select makes an important statement about who we are, no matter how
insignificant it may seem. It should be engaging, full of energy, clear in focus and high
in contrast with plenty of depth. Bear in mind that people are becoming ‘banner blind” to
adverts, commercial and constant promotions, so always remember that stock
photography shouldn’t look like stock photography and must be carefully selected and
remain on-brand. We want to create a connection which leaves our customers with a
lasting visual desire.
We use two types of photography with the focus on people who act spontaneously in
natural situations. These provide an authentic look to real life as it happnes and creates
an intimate connection between the subject and the viewer.
The first photographic style put’s the viewer’s full focus on the dynamic energy and
emotion captured within the scene. The images should capture authentic life interactions
and expressions who happen to be caught in a moment.

Our second photographic style is high impact and big on emotion, feeling and
energy so it stands out. Images are brightly lit with high contrast and large areas
of solid color or brightliy colored props. The compositions are less complex
than the first style. Backgrounds are free of clutter so that punchy color can be
used to add to the power of the emotion and support the story.

People and products should be shown naturally how they would appear. The logo does
not always need to be the hero, it’s about the story you are trying to tell. If we really need
to show Tello as a product, we always use realistic names, accounts, and pictures.

Stock Resources
There are a lot of great Adobe Stock contributors and we strongly recommand sticking to
just one author per campaign/project to avoid incoherence.

Drobot Dean

Jacob Lund

Benzoix

Carlos David

Cookie Studio

Wayhome Studio

Components

Components
We want to create a harmonious experiences for our users. Across our product suite, we
apply our look using a collection of brand elements, making sure people have a consistent
brand experience. The guidelines have space for flexibility and are continuously revised
and expanded to suit changing product needs.

Emails & Social Media
Our graphic identity is more than just Tello’s logo, typeface, and colors. The online
presence is a vital piece of our communication strategy. The most common formats and
solutions are presented here as a quick reference.
An important part of our graphic look and feel is the use of the tail. This shape is derived
from our logo, and signifies connection and action. Used alongside our photography for
social media assets, this tail provides a bold and engaging graphic look and feel to all our
communications.

Video

Video
Same as our photography, our videos should be engaging, full of energy with the focus on
people who act spontaneously in natural situations. These provide an authentic look to
real life as it happnes and creates an intimate connection between the subject and the
viewer. The videos should never look like stock resource and must be carefully selected
and remain on-brand.
It takes strong direction and a lot of planning to get the best results, but thankfully, there
are a lot of great Adobe Stock contributors with lots of playful, engaging and fresh content
using unique perspectives. We strongly recommand sticking to just one author per video
to avoid incoherence which gives the feeling of stock footage.

Logo Animation
At the end of a commercial, video, or other screen-based medium with an ending, we
show the Tello logo for several seconds in the center of the screen, in the correct form,
and in a single color. This should always be white on a Tello Blue background. Even
though promotional videos convey a wide range of messages, it is important to make a
strong consistent impression at the end. This should be our logo animation, without any
other elements.

Plan big, pay little

Image Safe Area
Center the Tello logo in the center of the frame

